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Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something - and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 175 tasks involving HTML and CSS. Each task-based spread covers a single technique, sure to help you get up and running with HTML and CSS in no time.
    You'll learn to:      

	View HTML code in a browser      
	Add and format text      
	Prepare images for the Web      
	Insert links to other pages      
	Control layout with style sheets      
	Add JavaScript to a Web page      
	Helpful sidebars offer practical tips and tricks      
	Succinct explanations walk you through step by step      
	Full-color screen shots demonstrate each task      
	Two-page lessons break big topics into bite-sized modules      


About the Author
   
Mike Wooldride is a user-interface designer based in the San Francisco Bay Area. He has been building Web sites with HTML since 1995.
    Linda Wooldridge is a former senior editor at MacWorld. She is the coautor of Teach Yourself Visually Photoshop Elements 6 and other books in the Visual series.      
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Websphere Portal on Z/OSIBM Press, 2003
This IBM Redbook will help you install, tailor, and configure the PTF2 level of WebSphere Portal Server for z/OS product. We discuss architectural, installation, configuration, administration, security and problem determination issues. We show you how to deploy portlets and how to convert a "normal" WebSphere application into a...
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Introduction to Deep Learning Business Applications for Developers: From Conversational Bots in Customer Service to Medical Image ProcessingApress, 2018

	
		
			Discover the potential applications, challenges, and opportunities of deep learning from a business perspective with technical examples. These applications include image recognition, segmentation and annotation, video processing and annotation, voice recognition, intelligent personal assistants, automated translation, and...
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Traffic Grooming in Optical WDM Mesh NetworksSpringer, 2005
Traffic Grooming in Optical WDM Mesh Networks captures the state-of-the-art in the design and analysis of network architectures, protocols, and algorithms for implementing efficient traffic grooming in optical WDM mesh networks. Key topics include: - Static traffic grooming - Dynamic traffic grooming - Grooming models and policies - Grooming node...
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Evolution and the Future (Beyond Humanism: Trans- and Posthumanism / Jenseits des Humanismus: Trans- und Posthumanismus)Peter Lang AG, 2013

	Leading scholars from various disciplines analyze the relevance of evolutionary theory for future developments, whereby the fields of anthropology, ethics, and theology are considered in particular detail. The main parts of the collection are dedicated to the following three questions: What are the basic principles of evolutionary processes?...
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Getting Results the Agile Way: A Personal Results System for Work and LifeInformation Today, 2010

	In Getting Results the Agile Way, author J.D. Meier introduces Agile Results®-a simple system for meaningful results! It's a systematic way to achieve both short- and long-term results in all aspects of your life-from work to fun. It offers just enough planning to get you going, but makes it easy to change your course as needed. It also...
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E-Commerce and M-Commerce Technologies: Innovation Through Communities of PracticeIRM Press, 2004
E-Commerce and M-Commerce Technologies explores the emerging area of mobile commerce. The chapters in this book look specifically at the development of emerging technologies and their application in Internet commerce. From E-business to mobile database developments, this book offers a compilation of readings that are useful to individuals and...
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